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 Dear Readers,

None of us have thought about life and death more than we 
have in these past few months. We wake up every morning and 
are forced to reflect on the irony of our mortality. Even as we 
struggle to process the headlines of the day and brace ourselves 
for unpleasant phone calls; we are reminded of little things that 
tether us to hope. The stranger who delivered our groceries. 
The wedding over a zoom call. The birds on our windowsill. Life. 
Of course it comes with the crushing guilt of remembering that 
there are people without groceries, or zoom accounts, or window 
sills. Or life. Maybe as the pandemic recedes, it will leave behind 
a broken generation. A generation with less to give and more 
to grieve. A generation with enough scars to cover a lifetime. 
A generation that comes out stronger, nevertheless. There is 
something about grief, it brings us closer to ourselves.   

And there is something about crises, they bring out the best and 
the worst in humanity. 

Like most, we at Manthan have struggled to find our place as 
a student magazine during this phase. The futility of reading, 
writing and making art and science while we see a carnage unfold 
around us can be unnerving. But we do what we can to cope in 
our own individual ways. To make sense of our highs and lows, 
even as we begin to rebuild ourselves with a new team. 

And this edition embodies the best of our abilities as a group of 
students, each trying to find their voices as we navigate a world 
on the verge of a breakdown.

We are not on the other side of the slope yet, but let this be our 
new beginning.

With love, hope and encouragement on behalf of Team Manthan,

Pokhee Saharia
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Pavlov Conditioning: 
Does it Ring a Bell?

Classical conditioning, or Pavlovian 
conditioning, is learning by 
associating a neutral stimulus 

with a previously unconditioned 
stimulus, one that automatically 
evokes a biological response. This 
response may be emotional or 
just a simple reflex. Though first 
established in dogs, the notion of 
classical conditioning is not exclusive 
to mammals; simpler organisms, like 
nematodes and cockroaches, too can 
modify their behaviour this way. 
 
The concept was popularised when 
Ivan Pavlov, a Russian physiologist, 
published his findings on salivation 
in dogs in 1897. While researching 
digestion in dogs, he discerned that 
the dogs started salivating when they 
saw the assistants who delivered food, 
before they even saw or smelled it. 
Pavlov then conducted a series of 
experiments to test this behaviour. 
He rang a bell each time before giving 

the dogs their meal. Over time, he 
observed the dogs salivating at the 
sound of the bell, even before the 
food was presented to them. 

This conditioned behaviour is not 
permanent, and can be unlearnt as 
quickly as it was learned. In this case, 
the bell sound is the neutral stimulus 
which becomes the conditioned 
stimulus (CS) after conditioning. 
The original stimulus, i.e., the food’s 
sight, is the unconditioned stimulus 
(UCS). The response initiated by 
the conditioned stimulus, here the 
salivation, is termed the conditioned 
response (CR).
 
The conditioning works best when 
the CS is provided first, followed 
immediately by the UCS. This cycle of 
CS-UCS is repeated until the animals 
start responding when CS is provided.

Pavlovian learning involves several 

concepts:
1. Acquisition: This is the period of 

learning. A single cycle of CS-UCS 
is not enough to modify behaviour. 
The more intense the UCS, the 
stronger the CR, and the lesser the 
timing between UCS and CS, the 
more efficient the learning. 

2. Extinction: When the CS is 
provided multiple times without 
the UCS, the behaviour is 
unlearnt. However, if the classical 
conditioning process is repeated 
using CS-UCS cycles again after 
some time, the behaviour is re-
learned much faster. 

3. Generalization: Stimuli that closely 
resemble the CS also elicit the 
same response in the test subject. 
For example, in Pavlov’s study, 
bells of different frequency and 
tone also made the dogs salivate. 
In extreme cases, stimulus 
generalization causes anxiety 
disorders.  

-By   Harshitha Vasan  (MS19)
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4. Discrimination: This involves 
learning to differentiate between 
two or more stimuli. UCS may 
follow one stimulus, but never 
another. Hence over time, the 
learner responds to the first 
stimulus but not to the second. 

Classical conditioning helps a learner 
give the appropriate response faster 
and more effectively. The CS gives a 
heads up to the learner, whose body 
will respond with the CR. Through 
such learning, neutral stimuli can be 
paired with anything. 

In fact, we see classical conditioning 
everyday around us. Some examples 
include:
• Horror movies: We have learned 

that ominous music in horror 
films foreshadows a jump scare or 
a fright.  

• Notification tones: When we hear 
a notification tone similar to 
ours, we instinctively reach for 
our phone, for we associate that 
tone with the positive feeling 
after reading a message/looking 
at a post. We seem to pair human 
connection with our phones. 

• Advertising: Many brands use 
our attachment to a particular 
celebrity or a cartoon to endorse 
their product. 

• Taste aversions: One or two bad 
experiences with a particular food 
item makes us avoid it for a long 
time because of our negative 
associations with it.

A stimulus that elicited pain or fear 
in the past may now be linked to 
phobias. Phobias can also develop 
by hearing or reading about others’ 
encounters/stories. The story 
is the unconditioned stimulus, 
and the imaginary CS can result 
in a conditioned fear response. 
Sometimes, one traumatic experience 
is enough for fear conditioning—
classical conditioning due to extreme 
events such as road accidents or near-
death experiences, among others, may 
also lead to phobias, Post Traumatic 
Stress Disorder (PTSD), and anxiety. 
Understanding classical conditioning 
could perhaps help reduce these 
extreme responses.

Intriguingly, classical conditioning can 
be used to our advantage in many 

ways. For example, this technique is 
being used for wildlife conservation. 
Cattle are injected with a chemical 
that causes indigestion in lions and 
other animals that feed on them. 
Thus, taste aversion helps keep lions 
away from the cattle and prevents 
farmers from killing the lions. We 
can also use such conditioning 
to motivate ourselves to do some 
particular work by associating it with 
a neutral stimulus. It is to be noted 
however, simple classical conditioning 
does not work very well on humans 
since many other factors influence our 
thoughts and behaviour. 

Food for thought: Following Pavlovian 
conditioning principles, it is also 
possible that Ivan Pavlov thought 
of feeding his dogs every time 
he rang a bell during the time of 
experimentation! 
References:

https://www.parentingforbrain.com/classi-
cal-conditioning/
https://archive.org/details/psychologyscien-
c0004unse/page/198/mode/2up 
https://www.verywellmind.com/classical-condi-
tioning-2794859
https://www.verywellmind.com/what-is-a-con-
ditioned-response-2794974 
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https://www.verywellmind.com/classical-conditioning-2794859
https://www.verywellmind.com/what-is-a-conditioned-response-2794974 
https://www.verywellmind.com/what-is-a-conditioned-response-2794974 
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 Some examples of neurological differences. https://fi.pinterest.com/
pin/332351647501534881/

Being Neurodivergent 
in a Neurotypical world 

-By Joshua J Abraham (MS20)

Let’s first break this complex word 
down. The term ‘neurodivergence’ 
was coined in 1998 by sociologist 

Judy Singer. Singer emphasised the 
idea of neurodivergence being natural, 
and stated that social barriers are 
what causes it to be a disability. 
Neurodivergence is the condition 
of having a nervous system that is 
different from the majority of the 
population. This difference causes 
neurodivergent folks to have relatively 
high skills in some activities  (such 
as problem-solving skills, empathy, 
creativity, attention to details, etc.) 
and relatively low skills in others 
(body coordination, reading emotions 
from tones, etc.). Some commonly 
identified types of neurodivergence 
are - Autism spectrum disorder, 
ADHD (Attention deficit hyperactivity 
disorder), Dyscalculia, among others. 
Today, neurodiversity is broadly 
defined as an approach to learning 
and disability that suggests diverse 
neurological conditions appear as 
a result of normal variations in the 
human genome. These variations 
cause differences in the wiring of the 
brain and how it functions. According 
to the National Symposium on 
Neurodiversity (2011) held at Syracuse 
University, neurodiversity is: 

“...a concept where neurological 
differences are to be recognised 
and respected as any other human 
variation. These differences 
can include those labelled as 
Dyspraxia, Dyslexia, Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder, Dyscalculia, 
Autistic Spectrum, Tourette Syndrome, 
and others.”

https://neurodiversitysymposium.
wordpress.com/

What are the common struggles that 
neurodivergent people have to deal                
with everyday? 
• Destructive camaraderie: 

Neurodivergent folks are often 
on the receiving end of offensive 
language and dark humour 
perpetrated by people wanting 
to showcase themselves as 
‘edgy’, at the cost of severely 
damaging someone’s emotional 
state.This type of discrimination 
can often be seen when people 
fail to understand the negative 
cultural context within which such 
language is used. For example,in 
modern use, ‘retard’ is a pejorative 
term either for someone with a 
mental disability or for someone 
who is seen as stupid, slow to 
understand, or ineffective in 
some way. The adjective ‘retarded’ 

is in the same way used for 
something very foolish or stupid.
The verb ‘to retard’ means to 
delay or hold back. Nowadays, the 
term ‘intellectually disabled’ is 
considered acceptable by credible 
institutions and large sections of 
society to describe people who 
have difficulty completing certain 
cognitive tasks. 

• Mismatch with mainstream 
education: Reiterating, 
neurodivergent folks excel in 
certain cognitive tasks and have 
great difficulty in others. For 
example, people with Dyscalculia 
face great difficulty in performing 
arithmetic and learning about 

https://fi.pinterest.com/pin/332351647501534881/
https://fi.pinterest.com/pin/332351647501534881/
https://neurodiversitysymposium.wordpress.com/
https://neurodiversitysymposium.wordpress.com/
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more inclusive if disruptions such 
as bright lights and noise levels 
are kept in check, as per the needs 
of neurodivergent folks.

 
• Misrepresentation in mainstream 

media: We all know how 
Bollywood is often criticised 
for its propagation of negative 
stereotypes. These arise largely 
due to the audience being 
negligent about the people who 
are affected by these stereotypes, 
which doesn’t incentivize movie-
makers to research the roles in 
sufficient depth. How do such 
poorly researched movies harm 
those with neurodivergence?  They 
do so by affecting the thought 
process of society. The media we 

consume influences the way we 
think. The portrayal of people with 
disabilities as comical characters 
sets a bad example, especially 
for impressionable minds such as 

numbers.  Mainstream education 
forces them to conform to the 
style of learning that works for 
the majority of the population, 
and this causes them a great deal 
of distress and induces a feeling 
of inadequacy and shame,these 
could lead to detrimental thought 
patterns and chronically low 
self-esteem levels, recovery from 
which would need a great deal of 
unlearning. Teaching using a wider 
range of mediums (involving the 
use of sight, hearing, and touch) 
can help many such students and 
create equal opportunities for all 
irrespective of learning style. 

• Non-inclusive public spaces: We 
have all come across that one 
person playing loud music and 
jamming it out in the train station 
without earphones. While this may 
just be annoying to neurotypical 
folks, it could be what causes 
a person with autism to have a 
meltdown induced by sensory 
overload. Workspaces sometimes 
end up having too many blaring 
sounds and uncomfortable 
lights, and this could cause 
neurodivergent folks to be unable 
to function well in a professional 
environment even though the job 
description perfectly fits their 
niche. This causes a wastage of 
human capital and forms a gate-
keeping mechanism that keeps 
neurodivergent people from 
attaining a successful professional 
life.These spaces can be made 

children, which may cause them 
to make fun of disabled people 
and further lead to bullying and 
marginalization. 

The portrayal of neurodivergence in 
movies like ‘Mujhse Shaadi Karogi’ 
(2004) directed by David Dhawan, 
where Khader’s character gets a new 
disability everyday and ‘Dhamaal’ 
(2007), where the intellectually 
disabled character Maanav is 
portrayed as foolish instead of 
having a specific kind of disability 
with dynamics that induce a sense 
of hierarchy when he keeps telling 
his brother “Aadi you’re so smart!” is 
problematic on many levels, because 
it teaches us to be ableist. 

However, there are many positive 
portrayals in mainstream media too, 
like the show ‘Atypical’, and the movies 
’Margarita with a Straw’ and ‘Yellow’, 
in which the characters are well 
researched and the jokes do not rely 
on the assumption that disabilities are 
a source of laughter. 

The above issues clearly show how 
some people with different minds 
(not “inferior”, as they are highly 
skilled in several areas) are clearly 
discriminated against and are 
adversely affected by several things 
that we as a society can easily change. 
Having some degree of empathy 
and willingness to relearn societal 
constructs can go a long way in making 
our world an inclusive space for a lot 
of people. 
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Deep-Sea Tube Worms - Weird Yet 
Beautiful 

-By Rashmi Kiran (PH17)

In the year 1979, Corliss and a team 
of geologists, geochemists and 
geophysicists set out on their first 

expedition, near the Galapagos Rift, in 
search of hydrothermal vents. Nobody 
imagined the need for a biologist on 
board, as they were expecting barren 
land or a desert on the ocean floor. 
Surprisingly, they found a dense 
population of big white clams, many 
white crabs, purple octopuses, and 
a vent site with clusters of white 
stalked, red-tipped tube worms (Riftia 
pachyptila), which looked like a field 
of flowers, 1-2 meters tall, swaying 
in the wind(1). The very existence of 
life on the seafloor around seemingly 
inhospitable hydrothermal vents, 
actually permitting life to thrive, even  

without any sunlight, changed the 
view of the world towards life and 
Earth. 

Hydrothermal vents are commonly 
found near volcanically active areas- 
often on mid-ocean ridges, where 
magma wells up to the surface or 
close beneath the seafloor. Through 
cracks or holes on the seafloor, ocean 
water percolates into the crust and 
gets heated up by the magma. The 
fluid gets hotter and leaches metals 
such as iron, zinc, magnesium and 
sulfur from nearby rocks. Through 

the openings on the seafloor, the 
heated fluid rises back into the sea 
through vents. Hydrothermal fluid 
temperatures can reach 400°C (750°F) 
or more. Clusters of tubeworms can be 
found attached to the rock surface of 
these vents. Tubeworms belong to the 
class Vestimentiferan of the phylum 
Pogonophora. The tube is made up 
of chitin and possesses a plume with 
tentacles that can be extended from 
the tubes. The plumes are bright 
red in colour due to the presence of 
haemoglobin molecules(2). 

Tubeworms are gutless, with no mouth 
or digestive tract. So what do they eat? 
How do they survive in such extreme 
conditions? It is interesting to see 

that they can utilize the poisonous 
hydrogen sulfide gas coming out 
from black smoke chimneys of 
Hydrothermal vents. H2S with a filthy 
smell is toxic to any lifeform. But living 
beings in such extreme environments 
have found a way even to use such a 
poisonous gas as a source of nutrition. 
This becomes possible as a result of 
the mutualistic relationship between 
the bacteria and the worm which is 
the founding principle of survival 
under such conditions.

Tubeworms have a remarkable organ 

called the trophosome, which houses 
bacteria. The worm provides bacteria 
with  shelter and in exchange, the 
bacteria fix carbon dioxide into 
organic carbon using reduced sulfur 
compounds through the process called 
chemosynthesis. It is fascinating to 
see such a relationship of mutual 
support deep down under the sea. The 
community of bacteria and tubeworms 
flourishes as long as the vent remains 
active. 

But there are still many mysteries 
pertinent to this giant worm. Some 
interesting questions are- How did 
this highly obligate and a perfect 
mutualistic relationship between the 
worm and the bacteria evolve?  How 
does the host particularly acquire 
its symbiont out of the diversity 
of bacteria present in the ocean? 
Furthermore, how do they populate 
the new vent sites and how do larvae 
migrate and settle? So many questions 
have remained unanswered yet. I am 
astounded to see the   relationship 
of mutual support and symbiosis 
being displayed by tiny bacteria and 
worms with no mouth or gut. But why 
do humans, with their sophisticated 
organs and astute brains, fail to 
show altruism in times of crisis like 
the COVID-19 pandemic? Why are we 
resorting to irrational hoarding of 
food, medicines, masks and sanitizers, 
leaving behind those in genuine need?

 It is time to self reflect and imbibe 
something from these unassuming 
creatures deep beneath the sea- if 
tubeworms and bacteria can, so can                   
humans. 

References:

J. B. Corliss et al., (1979) Submarine thermal 
springs on the Galapagos Rift.  Science 203, 1073 
Felbeck H (1981) Chemoautotrophic potential of 
the hydrothermal tubeworm Riftia pachyptila 
Jones (Vestimentifera). Science 213: 336–338.

-An illustation by Rashmi Kiran (PH17)
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Sun Or No Sun?
-By Akanksha Singh(MS19)

I was scared to take the leap of 
faith… Had I willed myself to jump, 
things would have been clearer for 

the world that was watching me (or 
that seemed to be watching me). It 
wasn’t that far a jump that I had to 
take – it was more like a step if I were 
honest with you. However, it was the 
difference between a yes and a no.

I was standing on the smudged 
borders of indecision. I knew there 
were people in front of me who would 
accept me with open arms, should I 
decide to step forward. There were 
people behind who would love and 
care for me just the same if I were to 
say no. And curiously enough, it was 
the same people on both sides - the 
world is round, you see. The same 
people carry you through whichever 
future you decide to explore, and by 
and by, in this exploration, you find 
new people and, sadly, lose some of 
the old ones.

I knew this, and I was intimidated 
by the possible consequences of my 
decision.

The wind was blowing through my 
hair. I knew that a decision now would 
have made things so much easier for 
the ones around me – the people I 
love. It would be like straightening 
out a knot for them. Little did they 
know that, sometimes, what appears 
to be loose string, actually has a tiny, 
tight knot. And that knot would tie 
my subconscious to these smudged 
lands forever, no matter where I went 
physically. 

People around me were smiling. Their 
expectations were written clearly on 
their faces. I was rooted to the spot. 

I took a deep breath. The winds 
obliged by blowing on my face at 
the time as if to show solidarity with 
whatever I did – or that is what I told 
myself at the time. I took another deep 
breath. I said I would like to spend 

some time pondering here - alone, 
observing both sides but choosing 
none. The disappointment was evident 
on their faces.

AYet, they gave me the time and space 
that I needed. They left me there, with 
sad smiles on their faces.

Lying on the beautiful borders, I 
weighed both sides. I stood up and 
quietly - took a step. I just knew I had 
to take a step towards the Sun - or 
wait, was it away from the Sun?

Either way, the people who mattered 
were glad to see me shine.
 

- An illustation by Priyansha Verma (MS19)
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Noises from the Social Mixtape: 
Dangers of Targeted Advertisements on Social Media

                 -By Esan Mouli Ghosh (MS19)

We are all familiar with 
how advertising works —
corporations pay advertisers 

so that they can sell their products 
and services to us, the customers. Now 
imagine a world where advertising 
works such that, for the advertisers, 
we are the products being sold, and 
it is the corporations who are the real 
customers. Even though this might 
sound pretty dystopian, unfortunately, 
this is how advertising on social media 
works. Social media companies like 
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter 
might claim to offer their services for 
free to users, but this is far from the 
truth. 

So how do social media companies 
profit and earn revenue if they don’t 
charge customers for their services? 
In brief, they run ads. In fact, this 
is what the CEO of Facebook, Mark 
Zuckerberg’s answer was when he was 
asked this question in front of the 
US Congress during the 2018 hearing. 
However, there is a large and complex 
system concerning how social media 
companies like Facebook decide to 
render advertisements.

Before the age of the internet, 
advertising used to be carried out 
through newspapers, television, 
radio, and giant billboards and 
signs throughout the city. However, 
nowadays, advertising has become 
much more personalized and 
objective-oriented. And with the 
technological boom of the 21st 
century, in comes the age of the 
surveillance economy. Targeted 
advertising has been replacing 
traditional advertising methods, and 
this works by placing ads on websites 
based on an individual’s demography, 
buying history, and digital behaviour 
like social media interests.

There has been a lot of concern 
over the years about data privacy 
on the internet,  and social media 

companies have faced a lot of flak 
regarding their policies on how they 
collect and use their customer’s data. 
Most of our personal data is fed into 
Facebook and Instagram advertising 
algorithms, which essentially decide 
which ads to show to us. But why 
should this matter? In theory, 
personalized marketing should 
be a win-win proposition for both 
companies and customers. Delivering 
just the right mix of communications, 
recommendations, and promotions 
— all tailored to each individual’s 
particular tastes — can result in 
a uniquely satisfying consumer 
experience as compared to less 
relevant and intrusive ads. However, 
such targeted advertising strategies, 
which are usually carried out by 
machine learning algorithms, carry a 
hidden risk: the ability of automated 
systems and advertisers to perpetuate 
harmful biases.

To get to the bottom of this, we need 
to figure out how targeted advertising 
works on social media. If an ad shows 
up on our Facebook or Instagram 
feed, there are two parties that have 
decided we should see it. First, the 
advertiser, who has included us in 
their target audience — either by 
uploading a list of specific email 
addresses, phone numbers, previous 

visitors to their website or by choosing 
from thousands of “attributes” that 
Facebook offers on their users (like 
interests, age, demography, etc.) 
Second, Facebook algorithms decided 
who in that pool would actually get 
to see the ad. And both these steps 
carry the risk of discrimination and 
exclusion of certain groups.

Back in 2016, Facebook allowed 
advertisers to target and exclude users 
on the basis of their caste, religion, 
and economic status. This feature has 
since been disabled, but Facebook 
still allows advertisers to choose the 
“interests” of the users they want to 
advertise to.  These interest categories 
can still have caste, religion, and 
class markers. An advertiser trying to 
market his products to the upper caste 
can simply select interest categories 
like “Iyengar topics”, “Iyengar events”, 
or any such markers that would 
predominantly filter out upper castes 
(who are more likely to be interested 
in that topic). Thus, a fair amount 
of caste-based advertising can be 
carried out even without using specific 
filters based on the person’s caste. 
This type of discrimination is often 
carried out in the background and 
is hard to notice, unlike real-world 
discrimination, which is much more 
visible. There are legal frameworks in 
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our Constitution that protect against 
untouchability and discrimination in 
public spaces, but there are yet no 
definite laws that can protect against 
such practices when it comes to 
private and digital spaces. 

However,  reducing bias in ways 
advertisers target their products 
is achievable through stricter 
regulations on up to what extent 
advertisers can decide to exclude 
specific communities (which is why 
Facebook has been trying to change 
its ads targeting options to prevent 
such misuse). But, the way in which 
bias propagates through advertising 
algorithms (which ultimately 
determine which ads to show to 
whom) is much more challenging 
to mitigate.  This is because of 
how machine-learning algorithms 
inherently work. 

There are several examples where, 
even if advertisers themselves don’t 
select a specific target audience, 
advertising algorithms end up doing 
it themselves and generate skewed 
audiences. Ads for body-building 
products and cars are mainly shown 
to men, whereas ads for beauty 
products and shoes are shown mostly 
to women. Ads for hip-hop music 
are primarily shown to the black 
demographic, whereas advertisements 
for country music are mainly shown 
to a much whiter demographic. Ads 
for a certain political party are mostly 

shown to people who are already likely 
to support that party. These gender, 
racial and political biases are not 
only limited to products but are also 
found in ads for employment, housing, 
credit and other areas where biases 
can have far-reaching consequences 
because they are essentially excluding 
someone from a life opportunity. 

This happens because Facebook 
subsidizes what they consider to 
be “relevant” ads, and thus ads are 
primarily geared towards people 
who are more likely to engage with 
it. And the decision of whether or 
not we are likely to engage with an 
ad is mainly carried out by machine-
learning algorithms that Facebook, 
Instagram, Twitter and other social 
media companies use. These 
algorithms decide that a 23-year-old 
female user is more likely to engage 
with an ad about a cosmetic brand 
than a 50-year-old male, based on 
what other users in the same age 
group and gender have engaged 
with before. These algorithms often 
seem to manifest biases in how they 
make these decisions — which is 
why a woman working in STEM is way 
less likely to see STEM-related ads 
about technology events, leadership 
seminars, career coaching, books 
and services, etc than their male 
counterparts. But how do these 
algorithms work? And should we be 
comfortable with the decisions they 
are making for us?

Machine-learning and artificial 
intelligence models are used to sort 
through the billions of gigabytes of 
data social media companies collect 

and use them to make decisions 
without requiring human oversight. 
However, machine learning systems 
are, by design, not rule-based. Their 
entire objective is to determine the 
rules and relationships between the 
data fed to them (the training data) 
and the decision they have been 
programmed to make (the target 
function). There are several ways to 
quantify the accuracy of machine 
learning algorithms. Variance, 
noise, bias and other factors play a 
role in their accuracy. Variance, for 
example, is the difference between 
the predicted target function for the 
training data, and the function the 
system renders for the test data. Noise 
is the irreducible error associated 
with an algorithm. Essentially, “bias” 
is the one component of error whose 
root causes are not revealed by 
data. There’s an inverse relationship 
between bias and variance, which AI 
practitioners call the bias/variance 
tradeoff, and this makes it hard to 
remove inadvertent bias without 
affecting the accuracy of the model. 
While bias represents the degree to 
which the target function’s results 
can lead to unintended decisions that 
appear to be prejudiced, variance 
represents how much it can be wrong. 
The challenge with bias (in this 
context) is that it is hard to quantify 
and often depends on the data 
provided to the model. Thus these 
algorithmic models essentially end 
up being “black boxes”, where it is 
hard for the creator of the model to 
figure out why the algorithm made a 
decision. 

The world of an algorithm is limited 
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to the training data sets and the test 
data being analyzed. And this is why 
it is so hard to mitigate biases in 
algorithms — they are essentially a 
mirror of our society itself — along 
with the gender, racial, casteist and 
political biases prevalent in it. And 
often, the heavily skewed datasets fed 
to these algorithms result in seemingly 
human biases that they tend to show.  

So how do we make sure that 
algorithms working in the background 
and making decisions about our social 
media and digital experience are 
“fair”? One way to ensure this is to use 
better, more extensive and diverse 
datasets when training models. 
Treating and modifying datasets to 
remove factors like race and gender 
in cases when they are irrelevant to 
the decision being made by the model 
can reduce racial and gender bias 

—  but they often come at the cost 
of accuracy. These factors have to be 
taken into consideration, and having 
human oversight over decisions that 
algorithms make is essential to ensure 
that they don’t work in isolation 
from social responsibility. We, as 
individuals, can also do our best to 
remove ourselves from the feedback 
loop that social media algorithms 
tend to create. Intentionally exposing 
ourselves to content that we don’t 
necessarily like or would share, 
keeping up with mixed opinionated 
articles, manually searching for 
a wider variety of content and 
interacting less with suggested ads 
and pages challenge these algorithms 
and helps us mitigate our own biases. 
Social media companies need to 
be regulated strictly regarding the 
advertising models they use and what 
their outcome ends up being. It is only 

with active societal change that we 
can expect social media platforms to 
provide an equal, unbiased experience 
for everyone on the internet.

References:

AI bias and why can’t it neutralise it 
The Dark Side of “Targeted 
Advertising”
Targeted Ads Reinforce Bias By Seeing 
Only A Slice Of Our Lives 
How Facebook’s user targeting enables 
casteist advertising in India
How Targeted Ads and Dynamic Pricing 
Can Perpetuate Bias
Facebook showed this ad to 95% 
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TRASH TALK: 
Medical Waste Generation in COVID Times

 -By  Sapna Krishnakumar (MS20)

Masks, sanitizer bottles, full-
body shields. Do any of these 
ring a bell? Yes, these are some 

of the many protective equipment that 
we have been using on a daily, rather 
on a minutely basis to fight the COVID 
-19 pandemic. As much as we have 
found these things to be essential, 
did we take a moment to think about 
what happens to a disposable mask 
once we are done using it? Did we 
try to buy a sanitizer refill instead 
of just throwing the finished bottle 
and buying a new one? Or did we 
try to increase the usage of cotton 
masks over disposable ones? Yes, we 
may have the money to wear a fresh 
face mask every hour, but does the 
earth have the capacity to carry this 
baggage of waste we are generating in 
addition to the already high amounts 
we are/were generating before the 
pandemic began? Obviously no! 
Through the course of this article, I 
plan to understand and analyze how 
and why medical waste generation 

has increased during the pandemic, 
compared to the amount of waste 
generated before and during the 
pandemic and share some of my 
thoughts and observations.

To begin with, let us understand 
what waste management is. Waste 
management includes the activities 
and actions required to manage waste 
from its inception to its final disposal. 
There are around 7 major kinds of 
waste namely, Household waste, 
Hazardous waste, Medical or Clinical 
waste, Electrical waste, Recyclable 
waste, Construction & Demolition 
debris and Green Waste. 

Due to the COVID - 19 pandemic, 
there has been an upsurge in medical 
waste production. Not only has there 
been an increase in waste, there 
has also been a standstill in waste 
management and recycling at various 
levels due to the lockdown in many 
parts of the world. The lack of this 

facility during the lockdown has had 
harmful effects and is all the more a 
bigger problem for a country like India 
that already has a poor system of 
waste management. 

Data from the Central Pollution 
Control Board (CPCB) tells us that 
India produced 18000 tonnes of COVID 
- related medical waste in the span 
of four months between June and 
September. Each day saw a generation 
of 183 tonnes additional waste 
generation apart from the regular 
medical waste, in these four months 
in comparison to 101 tonnes before 
June (not a number to be proud of, but 
definitely better than 183 tonnes!). 

On the other hand, Wuhan in China 
where the COVID-19 virus originated, 
saw a massive increase in medical 
waste from about 40-50 tonnes a 
day to 247 tonnes. Other Asian cities 
like Kuala Lumpur and Bangkok also 
had such increased medical waste 

https://www.zdnet.com/article/what-is-bias-in-ai-really-and-why-cant-ai-neutralize-it/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44XrwAE6Xn8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44XrwAE6Xn8
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kalevleetaru/2019/06/21/targeted-ads-reinforce-bias-by-seeing-only-a-slice-of-our-lives/?sh=6ce1e2f910db
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kalevleetaru/2019/06/21/targeted-ads-reinforce-bias-by-seeing-only-a-slice-of-our-lives/?sh=6ce1e2f910db
https://www.thenewsminute.com/article/how-facebook-s-user-targeting-enables-casteist-advertising-india-99592
https://www.thenewsminute.com/article/how-facebook-s-user-targeting-enables-casteist-advertising-india-99592
https://hbr.org/2019/11/how-targeted-ads-and-dynamic-pricing-can-perpetuate-bias
https://hbr.org/2019/11/how-targeted-ads-and-dynamic-pricing-can-perpetuate-bias
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wVPyiyukQc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wVPyiyukQc
https://medium.com/predict/the-problem-s-with-facebooks-targeted-advertising-465f29739e39
https://medium.com/predict/the-problem-s-with-facebooks-targeted-advertising-465f29739e39
https://medium.com/predict/the-problem-s-with-facebooks-targeted-advertising-465f29739e39
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production.

But what is the reason for this 
increased generation of medical 
waste? One of the major causes of 
medical waste is the irrelevant use of 
protective equipment. For example, 
every common man has no need 
for an N-95 mask. Why, the Indian 
government has even advised against 
its use as it can cause transmission 
of the virus when a person is 
asymptomatic. This is because the 
valves in these masks remove bad 
air. When a person is asymptomatic, 
contaminated air is released and can 
affect other individuals. N-95 masks 
are solely meant for those who have a 
high chance of coming in contact with 
COVID-19 affected individuals and who 
are fairly sure that they are uninfected. 
Hence there is no need to wear an 
N-95 mask while walking on the road, 
and yet we see so many people with 
these. Also, we can use cotton masks 
instead of disposable ones. Using 
them helps reduce waste generated 
and personally I feel a cotton mask 
gives the user better breathability. 
Even if the cotton mask needs to be 
disposed of at some point, it is still 
much easier to recycle and degrade 
these compared to the one-time use 
plastic, disposable masks. 

Another issue is the lack of 
segregation of wastes. How many of 
us dispose of our used masks and 
gloves separately from our regular 
waste? More than at a household 
level, segregation needs to be 
followed by hospitals and nursing 
homes. Lack of improper segregation 
causes unnecessary headaches. To 
understand this better let’s take an 
example. Let us just consider our 
homes. Say we dispose of our food 
waste, other solid waste and our 
used masks in the same bin, all the 
waste in the bin is contaminated 
because of one or two masks. 
Because of this, the entire waste in 
that bin needs to be incinerated. 
Unfortunately, incinerating domestic 
solid waste along with medical waste 
is problematic, since the machines 
designed for incineration are not 
meant for solid waste. 

This problem magnifies as the dump 
truck collects mixed waste like this 
from various medical institutions 
leading to a far larger accumulation 
of contaminated mixed waste. To 
avoid and control such problems, 
the Ministry of Housing and Urban 
Affairs has issued Guidelines for 
Quarantine Facility COVID-19 according 
to which waste must be segregated 
into four different bins depending on 
composition. 

1. Red bins - These bins are meant 
for waste that can be recycled like 
plastic bottles, pens, etc and must 
be disinfected using an autoclave 
or microwave.

2. White bins - Sharp waste is 
disposed off in these bins and 
they are treated with sterilisation 
followed by shredding.

3. Blue cardboard boxes - 
Glassware, lights and bulbs 
from contaminated areas and 
quarantine zones are collected 
separately in these blue boxes, 
disinfected and then recycled.

4. Yellow bins - Used equipment 
like PPEs, masks, gloves, etc must 
be put in this bin and then either 
they must be incinerated or buried 
in deep pits.

But is just formulation of guidelines 
enough? Anyone can throw in words of 
advice but doesn’t there have to be a 
system of administration that makes 
sure of proper enforcement, that 

makes sure people are made aware 
of the need for such segregation and 
that manages and makes sure proper 
disposal of the waste collected after 
segregation? Without enforcement, 
guidelines don’t really make much 
sense and we just end up being back 
to square one!

Another reason for an increase in 
medical waste is due to people taking 
up non-essential medical services/
procedures, like preventive surgeries, 
laser treatments and health check-
ups (say the yearly medical check-ups 
middle-aged adults take up), during 
the pandemic. These procedures add 
to the biomedical waste generated in 
addition to the high amounts of waste 
generated due to the pandemic. They 
also add to the risk of exposure to the 
virus as after all they require us to go 
to a hospital, clinic or testing facility. 

Apart from affecting the earth, what 
can improper disposal of medical 
waste do to us?

We see masks strewn on the roads 
because we are too lazy to even throw 
them into a bin. Not only does it affect 
us humans but also animals. Cows 
and dogs just aimlessly eat what they 
see on the roads and can become 
carriers/spreaders of the disease. We 
humans can catch the disease too 
if we accidentally come in contact 
with a mask thrown off by a carrier/
affected individual on the road. So 

Source - https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S266601642030027X

 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S266601642030027X
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not only is improper disposal a threat 
to the sustainability of the earth, it 
can be the cause of death of various 
organisms and us. It is also sad to 
note that certain sections of society 
are even more burdened by improper 
disposal of medical waste. There are 
people who live on the roads and 
in slums and are in close proximity 
to dustbins and waste in general. 
When we arbitrarily threw a mask 
somewhere near a dustbin (and not 
inside) or casually on the road when 
someone wasn’t looking, did we even 
think about such people? 

Due to increased medical waste 
generation, water bodies have also 
been severely affected. Water bodies 
in Chennai have seen an increase 
from 5 to around 20-30% contribution 
of biomedical waste to the city’s 
entire waste. Similarly the Juhu beach 
in Bombay claimed to have been 
contaminated with 10000 masks, 1050 
gloves and multiple PPE kits. For the 
monthly consumption of plastics we 
are using through masks and gloves 
because of the pandemic, the rate at 
which we are disposing these in water 
bodies, the World Health Organization 
estimates at least 500 years before 
all of these are degraded by various 
water-bodies! We really need to 
rethink and modify our methods of 
living if we want our earth to sustain 
the future generations to live well.
 As a notable personality once said, 
“We have not inherited the world’s 
resources from our forefathers, we 
have borrowed it from our future 
generations.”

I can go on and on but what can we 
do to live in a sustainable and healthy 
world? We may have the money to 
keep buying and throwing away things, 
but will we be able to outlive the life 
of the earth?

For starters, try to go natural and keep 
an open eye to reusable alternatives. 
Think about using cotton masks 
which are both easier to recycle and 
a healthier option against plastic 
masks that do not degrade easily and 
cause skin issues in some people. Try 
segregating waste at home, it’s not 
that hard! If your home uses a lot of 
these disposable personal protective 

equipment, then try disposing them 
separately and throw them away at a 
segregation facility. Think before you 
use PPE. Educate yourself on whether 
you are in the high risk category of 
exposure and require that level of 
protection. Every drop makes an 
ocean, so every use and throw of PPEs 
adds to the waste generated.

I’d like to end with a rather witty quote 
by Oscar Wilde which I leave for you to 
ponder on and interpret, “Nowadays 
people know the price of everything 
and the value of nothing.”
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MACRO WORLD
(Microscopic world inside IISERM)

     

Nothing catches the eye like the details in 
a macro photograph. Insects are without a 
doubt the favourite choice of most macro 
photographers and the IISERM community 
is not an exception to this. Here are some 
of the insects captured on the campus of 
IISER Mohali.

Photo by Kaustubh Verma
A curious Jumping Spider

 Photo by Aditya Kanwal 
 Honey Bee laden with pollen, nectaring on a flower

Photo by Hiral Gandhi
Plain Tiger Butterfly

 Photo by Niranjan A 
The Jewel Bug in September 2019 from campus.

A photographic curation by Maithily Hingmire (MS18) & Shounak Hinge (MS17)

Photo by Anjali Gupta
Hoverflies captured near VH
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 Photo By Aditya Kanwal 
 Closeup of a colourful soap bubble surface.

Macro Photography is not restricted to 
just insects. A change is perspective is 

all that is needed to find a unique angle 
for a macro shot. Here are some of the 
atypical macro photographs. Once you 

appreciate this genre, you may not want 
to zoom out for a long time!

Photo by Kaustubh Verma 
A few times a year during winter there is excessive dew formation on 
leaves, flowers, spider webs etc. This phenomenon is best observed 
using macro photography. Photo by Kimaya Tekade

Photo by Vikash Mittal 
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As a part of Manthan’s first curated photography section, let us hear from Dr R Vijaya Anand who is currently an Associate 
Professor in the Department of Chemical Sciences as well as the Dean of Research and Development at IISER Mohali during 
the week and an avid photographer on the weekends.

In Conversation With Dr. R. Vijaya Anand

Which camera and lens do you 
currently own, any favourites?
 
Currently, I own a Nikon D3400 entry 
level camera with AF-P DX Nikkor 18-55 
mm Lens, 70-300 mm f/4.5-6.3G ED VR 
Lens, Nikon 50 mm Nikkor F/1.8D AF 
Prime Lens and Tamron SP AF90 mm 
F/2.8 Di Macro 1:1 lens. Apart from 
these lenses, I also own a Raynox 
DCR-250 super macro snap-on Lens, 
which is basically a magnifying glass 
and can be easily attached in front 
of any lenses, including macro ones. 
My all-time favourite lens is Tamron 
SP AF90 mm F/2.8 Di Macro (1:1), a 

Would you like to share some of your earliest memories while handling a 
camera and clicking photos? When was the first time, and how many years has it 
been since then?
 
Well, my interest in photography started when I was a school kid. During that 
time (late ’80s), my father had a 1986 model Yashika MF-2 camera. Encouraged 
by my father, I slowly developed an interest in photography. As a young school 
kid, I was always amazed to handle and explore the camera while clicking the 
pictures of the landscapes. However, after my schooling, I did not deserve much 
time for photography until I completed my doctoral studies. Later, in 2004, I 
bought a Sony Cyber-shot DSC P100 camera and used it to click mostly portrait 
and landscape images. Then, sometime in 2017, I decided to buy an entry-level 
DSLR camera and finally purchased a Nikon D3400. 

 

Bug Eggs
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technically superior entry-level macro 
lens. Moreover, this particular lens 
can also be used for taking portrait 
pictures with absolutely stunning 
picture quality. Since I am particularly 
interested in up-close and macro 
photography of tiny insects and 
objects, this lens generally serves both 
purposes. 
 
 
What was the reason behind selecting 
the five photos you chose to submit? 
Do they have any stories associated 
with them?
 
There were no specific reasons for 
selecting those photos. I chose those 
images randomly. But, as I have 
mentioned earlier, I have been using 
the Tamron SP AF90 mm F/2.8 Di Macro 
1:1 lens for clicking most of the macro 
objects and portraits. So, I thought 
of sharing a few macro and portrait 
images of insects, bugs and eggs. 
 
Did you ever consider looking at 
photography as more than a hobby?
 
Of course, yes. Until recently, as many 
other beginners do, I considered 
photography as a hobby. But, after 
stepping into macro photography, I 
realized that it is much more than a 
hobby and, as a scientist, I can see 
a meaningful connection between 
macro photography and science. 
The macro world of insects/bugs, 
which our eyes cannot see clearly, is 

a beautiful, colourful and amazing 
place. Most of the biology-related 
discoveries in macroworld cannot 
happen without the involvement 
of macrophotography.  Moreover, I 
realized that a lot of physics concepts 
are being involved while handling the 
camera with a macro lens. Basically, 
the macro lens is a less sophisticated 
form of a higher-end microscope with 
a reproduction ratio of at least 1:1. So, 
while capturing the image, one has 
to place the camera very close to the 
object (typically 5-10 cms depending 
on the focal length of the macro 
lens) to cover the entire part in the 
sensor. However, this would result in 
a shallow depth of field. Moreover, to 

focus the entire object, the aperture 
of the lens has to be fixed to lower 
numbers (1/14 or 1/16 minimum). So, 
a small vibration in the camera will 
spoil the quality of the image entirely. 
In order to overcome this problem, 
one needs to set the shutter speed to 
at least 1/250. But, another problem 
will arise here! Since the aperture is 
very small and, at the same time, the 
shutter speed is very high, enormous 
amounts of light will be required. 
So, without a powerful external flash 
system (with a diffuser to minimize 
the reflections), it is impossible to 
click decent macro images. Another 
way to reduce vibration-related 
problems is to use a tripod. However, 
it is practically impossible to use the 
tripod to capture the tiny moving 
objects outdoors. So, in the past eight 
months, I have learned how to play 
with the camera and lens settings 
(aperture, shutter speed, etc.) to get 
clear macro images. 
 
How frequently do you click pictures? 
How do you navigate your workload 
as a scientist and your love for 
photography?
 
Dusk and dawn are the best times for 
clicking macro images of insects and 
flies. Because the insects/flies will be 
less active and will stay in one place 
during these times. Generally, I do 
macro photography on the weekends. 
In this way, I make sure that my other 
responsibilities are not compromised. 

Cicadidae (Harvestfly)

Dragonfly up-close
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Are you associated with some group of 
photographer scientists who share the 
hobby? Is there any such group in the 
first place? Or do you work alone? 
 
At this point, I work alone. However, 
through the Flicker website, I 
developed some contacts with other 
macro photographers who show 
similar
interests. 
 
Did this pandemic affect you and your 
photography? If so, how?
 
The pandemic has been affecting all 
segments of the population since last 
year. However, the lockdown period 
helped me to develop my interest in 
macro photography. Initially, when 
the lockdown was announced in the 
previous year, I started taking macro 
images of dead insects/flies and other 
tiny objects such as grains, crystals, 
etc., at home using the reverse lens 
technique. During that time, I did not 
have a dedicated macro lens. Once the 
lockdown was relaxed, I bought the 
dedicated macro lens. I spent a lot of 
time, especially in early mornings and 
evenings, clicking the macro images 
of tiny living species during that time. 
These days, as mentioned earlier, I 
spend time on photography only on 
weekends. 

Black Vine weevil

Longhorn Beetle
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Academic Freedom: Putting an End 
to Austerity

                      -By  Aditi (MS20)
As Donald Kennedy says:

“Academic freedom really means 
freedom of inquiry. To be able to 
probe according to one’s own interest, 
knowledge and conscience is the most 
important freedom the scholar has, 
and part of that process is to state its 
results.” 

Academic freedom is:

Freedom to teach, research and study.
Freedom to exchange knowledge.
Freedom of speech and expression.

It means that the political, religious, 
or philosophical beliefs of politicians, 
influencers, critics and members of 
the public cannot be imposed on 
students or faculty. It emboldens 
people to stand out for themselves 
vocally, through writings and mass 
communication.

But, nowadays, we can see frequent 
violations of academic freedom. It 
seems to be subverted largely due to 
some political and religious groups. 
There is an enormous pressure to 
speak in favour of a specific side of 
the story and a sheer intolerance to 
any thought that does not align with 
that. 

Recently, one of the professors Pratap 
Bhanu Mehta of Ashoka University 
[Citation1] resigned claiming that 
his public writing in support of 
politics which tried to honour the 
constitutional values of freedom 
and equal respect for all citizens 
was observed to carry a risk for the 
reputation of the university. This 
fact highlights that the university 
is no longer able to provide the 
opportunity to people to enjoy 
academic independence that gives 
faculty members and students the 
right to present their views without 
any restriction or give faculty 

members and students the right to 
seek redressal or request a hearing 
if they believe their rights have been 
violated.

On January 15, the government 
of India came up with an “office 
memorandum”. Being one of the major 
attacks on academic freedom ever in 
India, it was titled ‘Revised Guidelines 
for holding online/virtual Conferences, 
Seminars, Training etc.’ According to it, 
“all central educational institutions, 
publicly-funded universities and 
organisations owned and controlled 
by the Government of India/ State 
Government will have to get a prior 
approval from the ministry of external 
affairs if they want to hold online 
international seminars or conferences 
on subjects related to state security or 
any other internal matters.”.[Citation2] 
Incidences like this make us reflect on 
whether knowledge gets imprisoned in 
the name of governance.

In a similar context, a French teacher, 
Samuel Paty [Citation3] was beheaded 
by his student for using cartoons of 
Prophet Mohammed from the Charlie 
Hebdo magazine to teach freedom of 
expression. This is a clear violation of 
academic freedom in the context of 
religious hatred.

India has witnessed various instances 
of violation of academic freedom in 
the past decades since independence, 
especially during the Emergency (1975-
77). Pressurising academic institutions 
unduly isn’t new here. As the Congress 
Party started losing its dominance 
over major parts, it resorted to 
unscrupulous ways to intervene in 
the institutes. Governments in Kerala 
and West Bengal have been doing this 
time and again.[citation4] However, 
since 2014, the country has seen a 
sharp decline in its position on the 
Academic Freedom Index developed 
by the University of Gothenburg, 
Sweden. There have been increasing 

restrictions on intra mural freedom to 
teach, study and have an opinion. One 
cannot help but wonder if the change 
in governance is a correlation to these 
instances, or a causation. 

Such assaults on Delhi University 
teachers compel us to ponder over 
the ungracious reality of academic 
freedom in the country right now.
Recently, there has been an increasing 
appointment of university leaders 
and faculty on non-academic grounds, 
such as political affiliations. This is not 
a new problem, both in central and 
state universities, where nepotism has 
corrupted the process. Since 2016, the 
Jawaharlal Nehru University Teachers 
Association (JNUTA) has been obliged 
to repetitively go to court against 
desecrations by their vice chancellor 
and in defence of existing legislative 
guidelines and conventions. [citation6] 
Universities are routinely resorting to 
rustication, dismissal, and withholding 
of scholarships in case of students 
who dissent. In a recent case from 
Hyderabad Central University, a Dalit 
student, Rohit Vemula [citation7], died 
by suicide, bringing to light the extent 
of caste discrimination and illogical 
decision-making within universities 
and sparkling nationwide calls for 
legislation to address campus bigotry. 
Public universities have even tried 
to impose service rules which would 
outlaw faculty from writing for the 
press, participating in demonstrations, 
and a variety of other activities.

Such ominous instances bring us to 
the conclusion that the condition of 
academic freedom is debilitating in 
India and needs an urgent redressal. 
But here, you could ask why academic 
freedom is so significant for a 
democratic nation? 
Academic Freedom is important not 
only to the intellectuals but to the 
society at large. It encourages people 
to raise their voice against criticism, 
dominance etc. without hesitation. It 

https://www.moneycontrol.com/news/india/after-pratap-bhanu-mehta-arvind-subramanian-resigns-as-professor-from-ashoka-university-6664721.html
https://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/narendra-modi-academic-freedom-universities-webinars-7184744/
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-54632353
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/the-perilous-state-of-academic-freedom/article29035717.ece
https://indianculturalforum.in/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/ICF-Academic-Freedom-.pdf
https://www.hindustantimes.com/cities/others/jnu-v-c-abusing-temporary-extension-allege-varsity-teachers-body-101616348205310.html
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-35349790
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Teachers in Delhi protest against a yet another attack on a university teacher in 
August 2018 | News 4 University (CC BY-SA 2.0)

fortifies the fact that a person should 
never restrict themselves from asking 
any kind of question or putting up a 
thought. For students, it must include 
the right to challenge existing power 
structures that impede their access to 
knowledge, whether gender, religion 
or caste. In my opinion, it lays the 
foundation for the creation of “new 
knowledge”, an innovation in the 
society which will benefit the country 

in constructive aspects. There should
be the establishment of autonomous 
institutions which can provide an 
individual right to professors and 
students to engage in the production, 
consumption and dissemination of 
knowledge without unreasonable 
restrictions from peers, institute or law 
etc. Innovations leading to political, 
economic, social and technological 
growth are possible only in a free and 
secure environment.

However, academic freedom is a 
disputed issue and, therefore, has 
shortcomings in practice. For example, 
according to the widely acknowledged 
“1940 Statement on Academic 
Freedom and Tenure” [citation8] 
by the American Association of 
University Professors, in the United 
States, teachers should be careful to 
avoid controversial matters that are 
unrelated to the subject discussed. 
When they speak or write in public, 
they are free to express their 
opinions without fear of institutional 

censorship or discipline, but they 
should show restraint and clearly 
indicate that they are not speaking for 
their institution.

So, overall, taking the shortcomings 
into consideration, we can say 
that it is the need of the hour that 
the government reconstructs and 
strengthens institutional autonomy. 
Student and faculty unions should be 

well informed and work together 
towards achieving academic freedom 
in India.
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mRNA Vaccines: Messengers of Hope
-By Ananya Chandra (MS19)
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The new COVID-19 vaccines by Pfizer and Moderna are not just ordinary 
vaccines but a revolution in themselves, not just because they are against 
an unexpected and dangerous disease but because they use a unique 

technology of mRNA. Researchers were excited about this technology, and they 
have been working on this for decades.

The very purpose of a vaccine is to prepare our immune system against a 
pathogen attack by preparing the antibody beforehand. Vaccines provide us 
with active acquired immunity against specific infectious diseases. Traditional 
vaccines use dead or weakened pathogens. The immune system familiarizes 
itself with the pathogen and produces an antibody against it so that whenever 
this pathogen attacks the body, it has the antibody ready for response. To 
prepare such vaccines, scientists spend substantial time preparing the pathogen 
to make it weak enough to not affect the body. Still, in this process, they also 
have to make sure that the pathogen is reasonably strong for the immune 
system to do its work.

In the early 1990s, the researchers from University of California (San Diego) had 
an idea that would eliminate pathogen preparation in the laboratory. The body 
would itself do the job. mRNA is a single-stranded molecule of RNA. It has the 
genetic instructions that are read by ribosomes to produce proteins that may 
work as antigens. 

“So if mRNA is successfully inserted into our body’s cells, they make specific 
antigens that would trigger the immune system to produce appropriate 
antibodies, which is the idea behind mRNA vaccines.”

mRNA vaccines are safer and more efficient than the traditional ones. It is 
safer because it does not insert the whole microorganism into the body but 
the mRNA, which is the instruction set producing a protein, which does the job 
just fine. Proteins produced in this process do not have the potential to cause 
any harm to the body. The vaccine is efficient because it takes less time to be 
formulated. Such vaccines need only a digital file containing the pathogen’s 
genetic sequence, which is much easier and feasible to produce than cultivating 
the pathogen in the laboratory. mRNA vaccines avoid the usage of adjuvants 
which makes their formulation faster. Adjuvants are substances that enhance 
the action of the immune system. Preparation of appropriate adjuvants itself 
takes a lot of time.

It took nearly 30 years to transform the idea of mRNA vaccines into reality 
because it is challenging to keep RNA in one piece. Our body has ribonucleases, 
enzymes that break free-floating RNA. Much research has been done to adopt an 
apt process to insert free-floating RNA into our body without being attacked by 
ribonucleases. Years of research were done on how to make the RNA enter the 
cell. The mRNA vaccine being used against COVID has RNA that is covered in a 
lipid. The positively charged lipid layer gets attached to the negatively charged 
cell membrane. Eventually, it enters the cell, where the RNA produces protein.

Human trials for mRNA vaccines for many viral, bacterial diseases, and few kinds 
of cancer are in process. This new technology could prevent many diseases 
against which we never had any protection before. The approval of the first 
mRNA vaccine is a sign of the beginning of a change.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC297778/
https://biblio.ugent.be/publication/8628303/file/8628317.pdf
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https://www.health.harvard.edu/blog/why-are-mrna-vaccines-so-exciting-2020121021599#:~:text=Along%20the%20way%2C%20they%20also,double%20strike%20at%20the%20virus
https://www.phgfoundation.org/briefing/rna-vaccines
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Breakthroughs in Science 2020-2021

Scientists have 
succeeded in producing 

a special perovskite that is 
excellently suited as a catalyst for 
converting CO2 into other useful 

substances, such as synthetic 
fuels.

Harvard neurobiologist 
Catherine Dulac demonstrated 
that animals’ brains, regardless 
of their sex, contain the same 

neural circuits governing parenting 
behaviours. Sex differences in 

parenting behavior arise not from 
structural differences in the brain 

but from how the circuits are 
triggered.

The Fermilab experiment, called the Muon g-2, 
was carried out to measure the anomalous 

magnetic dipole moment of a muon, which is an 
elementary particle within the framework of the 
Standard Model of Particle Physics. However, the 

results turned out to be slightly different from the 
ones predicted by the Model, which could point 

towards mysterious forces around the muon from 
undiscovered types of particles that are changing 

the muon’s magnetic strength.

-By Swastika Mukherjee (MS20)
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We often hear terms like 
‘Survivorship Bias’ and 
‘Confirmation Bias’ being 

thrown around in conversations. 
Apart from being commonly (mis)
used buzzwords, these are some 
of the most common examples of 
cognitive biases. So, what exactly are 
cognitive biases, and how do they 
affect our beliefs, decision making, 
and behaviour? Are they fundamental 
flaws in human judgment, or do they 
actually have any benefits? How do 
they make sense from an evolutionary 
standpoint? Let us begin with the 
first question.“A cognitive bias is 
a systematic error in thinking that 
affects our response to judgement 
and decision-related problems.”

The initial explanation for this 
phenomenon was that our judgement 
during uncertain situations often 
relies on certain simplifying heuristics, 
which are shortcuts that work in 
most circumstances but fail in 
others. This idea can explain several 
human cognitive errors; diffusing 
beyond academic psychology into 
law, medicine, political science, and 
numerous other fields. Let’s explore 
a few striking instances of situations 
where cognitive biases affect our 
decision making abilities.

First off, let’s discuss confirmation 
bias. This is the tendency to focus 
on information that confirms one’s 
existing preconceptions. This theory 
can explain human tendencies such 
as belief in alternative medicine, 
astrology, conspiracy theories, and 
even mass delusions such as witch 
trials. Confirmation bias may also 
affect institutions and systems 
that need to be unbiased to be 
effective, such as criminal trials and 
scientific research. Researchers can 
fall prey to confirmation bias when, 
for example, they carefully analyze 
and attempt to debunk any data 
that counters a favoured hypothesis 
while leaving evidence favouring 
the hypothesis unexamined. This 
asymmetric attention can lead to a 

biased evaluation of results that don’t 
conform to their beliefs. Although such 
fallacies sound obvious and easily 
avoidable, they naturally fall into 
blind spots of human cognition. Good 
scientific practice recognizes this and 
takes steps to address sources of bias 
through better experimental design. 

Another notable cognitive bias is the 
bandwagon effect. This is a 
phenomenon where, as more people 
come to believe in something, 
others, quite literally, ‘hop on the 
bandwagon’- regardless of the 
underlying evidence. This effect has 
been noticed in politics, where people 
may tend to vote for candidates who 
are more likely to succeed or are 
proclaimed as such by the media. 
Studies suggest that politically 
detached people may rely on a 
‘consensus heuristic’; that is, they 
may believe that the majority opinion 
is a proxy for the most intelligent 
choice. Thus, they can safely choose 
the majority choice without further 
detailed knowledge. This ‘perceived 
majority’ can potentially cause more 
politically involved individuals to jump 
on the bandwagon as well. 

Availability bias is a mental shortcut 
where one tends to rely on immediate 
examples that come to mind when 
evaluating a concept, method or 
decision. When estimating the 
probability of something, a statistician 
would draw a random sample. Our 
minds, however, estimate how many 
examples of the target can be brought 
to mind to estimate its probability. 
However, this ‘mental sampling’ is not 
random. It is subject to many effects 
that determine the ease with which 
examples come to mind, such as their 
recency, prominence, imaginability, 
and how vividly one can recall them. 
For example, studies show that people 
tend to overestimate the probability 
of conspicuous and sensationalized 
causes of death such as murders, 
shark attacks and plane crashes while 
underestimating the probability of 
less prominent causes of death, such 

as common diseases. Events that are 
known from personal experience are 
also judged as more likely to occur. 
The classification of cognitive biases 
and what exactly counts as a cognitive 
bias is a controversial topic,but the 
figure given in this article mentions 
the types of cognitive biases. 

The origin of cognitive biases: An 
Evolutionary Psychology Perspective
The human brain evolved over 
millions of years in the African 
savannah, in an environment where 
jumping to conclusions about the 
presence of predators or food was a 
matter of survival. However, a smart 
strategy for evading predators isn’t 
necessarily a smart strategy in the 
modern world. Our talent for jumping 
to conclusions can mislead our 
judgement and decision making in 
some cases, and this manifests itself 
as cognitive bias. 

“Our brains are wired for certain 
conditions, but our surroundings 
no longer match those conditions. 
In other words, we have stone-age 
brains in modern environments. “ 
(-Glenn Geher, Evolutionary 
Psychologist)

At first, cognitive biases may appear 
to be design flaws rather than 
examples of good engineering since 
they don’t fit modern standards 
of logic or accuracy. However, in 
evolutionary psychology, a cognitive 
trait is evaluated based on how well 
it solves a particular problem and 
how solving the problem contributed 
to our ancestors’ reproductive 
success, rather than how accurate 
or logical the trait is today. Thus, 
many cognitive biases can be studied 
as adaptations that helped our 
ancestors in crucial tasks such as 
escaping from predators and finding 
a mate, instead of mere constraints in 
our minds. Thus, the evolution of such 
cognitive biases has been favoured by 
natural selection. Let’s discuss some 
types of cognitive biases that natural 
selection has favoured. “Natural 

- By Soumyadev Paul  (MS19)

Reflecting on Cognitive Biases
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selection may favour useful shortcuts 
that tend to work in most cases but 
fall short in others. These are also 
known as heuristics.”

These shortcuts make sense because 
our brain’s information processing 
time and ability are limited, so 
it helps to reduce complex tasks 
such as assessing probabilities to 
simpler judgemental operations. 
The simplification is justified if the 
extra effort needed to use a more 
sophisticated strategy is a cost that 
outweighs any benefit of enhanced 
accuracy. In evolutionary terms, this 
‘cost’ may be allocating resources 
away from developing other useful 
mechanisms, or increased decision-
making time, which may prove very 
costly in life or death situations. One 
such cognitive bias that results from 
a cognitive shortcut is the gambler’s 
fallacy. In a game of coin tosses, if 
there are multiple tails in previous 
tosses, a gambler feels that heads are 
now due, even though the probability 
of obtaining heads in the next toss 
is still the same as that of obtaining 
tails, and is independent of the 
previous tosses. The fallacy here is the 
belief that alternating heads and tails 
is somehow more representative of 
randomness and thus more likely. 
“Another set of theories postulates 
that some cognitive biases, called 
artefact biases, result from the 
placement of humans in unnatural 
settings.”

For example, tasks to assess human 
statistical predictions should present 
information as the frequency (rather 
than the probability) of an event since 
frequencies are more readily observed 
in nature. In contrast, probabilities are 
mathematical abstractions beyond our 
sensory input data. In other words, 
since our brains observe frequencies 
more readily in nature, they should 
be better equipped, through natural 
selection, to handle computations 
involving frequencies rather than 
probabilities. Studies have shown 
that frequency formats do indeed 
improve our performance in some 
tasks. Our brains were never equipped 
for problems involving abstract rules 
of logic either. However, if these 
problems are framed in a way that 
involves a social contract violation, 
such as detecting a cheater, our 
problem-solving capabilities improve 
dramatically. In conclusion, our 
brains have evolved problem-solving 
mechanisms tailored to problems 
often faced by our ancestors, such as 
estimating the frequency of an event 
or identifying cheaters to prevent 
exploitation. If we frame problems 
in such ways, human reasoning 
strategies improve dramatically, and 
some cognitive biases are removed. 

The third set of biases are called error 
management biases. Any cognitive 
mechanism can produce two kinds 
of errors- false positives (taking an 
action that would have been better 

not to take) and false negatives (failing 
to take a particular action that would 
have been better to take). An ideal 
cognitive mechanism would make no 
errors of either kind. However, since all 
judgement tasks are probabilistic and 
involve some degree of uncertainty, 
they always have some error rate. For 
example, when it comes to hearing, 
ambient noise produces a certain 
error rate. The fitness costs of each 
type of error, however, are not equal. 
It is far more costly not to flee when 
there is indeed a predator nearby than 
it is to flee when there is no predator. 
“When one kind of error is much 
more damaging than the other, a bias 
towards making the less costly error 
evolves.” This bias occurs because it 
is okay to make more errors overall, 
as long as they are relatively cheap. 
Thus, many cognitive biases reflect 
mechanisms designed to make more 
frequent but inexpensive errors rather 
than occasional disastrous ones.

So, cognitive biases aren’t 
fundamental flaws in human 
judgement after all! When humans 
are observed in more evolutionarily 
relevant environments, many of our 
cognitive biases are removed. Some 
genuine cognitive biases may be 
helpful due to trade-offs in error costs. 
Most fascinating of all, some of our 
cognitive biases are ‘shortcuts’ that 
have evolved over millions of years of 
natural selection. 

It may be reassuring to know that 
many of our judgement errors and 
biases reflect the evolutionary 
processes that shaped our ancestors’ 
cognition. However, it’s up to us to 
recognize how these biases emerge 
and how we can minimize their role in 
our judgement and decision making. 
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Figure 1: Some common cognitive biases. Source: Visual Capitalist



દ�વભાષા સ�ૃંતની અ�યબી
-By Hrishikesh Patel (MS20)

�હમાલયના પહાડોની, એમઝેોનના જગંલોની, �ટે બ�ેરયર ર�ફની અથવા તો કોઈ કલાકૃ�તની �ુંદરતા�ું શા��ક વણ�ન શ� છે. પરં�ુ કોઇ

ભાષાની �ુંદરતા�ું વણ�ન ક�મ�ુ કર�?ુ ���તુ લખેમ� દ�વભાષા કહ�વાયલેી, િવ�ની સૌથી જૂની પરં�ુ સૌથી સ��ૃ અને િવશાળ શ�ભડંોળ ધરાવતી

ભાષાની અ�કુ અ�યબી� ુવણ�ન કરવાનો �યાસ કય� છે.

૧. અ�રોની �મબ� પંગત વડ� રચાતી રોચક કા�યની પ�ં�ત

અં��ેમ� The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog. એ�ું �ણી�ું વા� છે. અં��ે આ�ાબટેનો દર�ક�દર�ક �ળૂા�ર તમેા

આવી �ય છે. પરં�ુ એમ� બે ખોડ છે. (૧) અં��ે �ળૂા�રો ૨૬ છે પરં�ુ અહ� ૩૩ વાપરવા પ�ા છે. ચાર o છે. �ાર� a અને r તો બ�બે છે. (૨)

�ળૂા�રોનો �ાિપત �મ A, B, C, D,... જળવાયો નથી. આ ���ટએ સ�ૃંતમા �ાય ચ�ડયાતો �લોક અન ેત�ેુ ભાષ�તર નીચ ેઆપ�ે ુછેઃ

कः खगीघाङ�च�ौजा झा�ोटौठ�डड�ढणः ।

तथोदधीन ्पफब�भीम�यो�र�वा�शष� सहः ॥

“પ�ીઓનો �ેમી, ��ુ �ુ��નો, પારકાના બળ�ંુ અપહરણ કર� લવેામ� પારંગત, શ�ુના સહંારકોનો અ�ણી, મનથી અટલ નીડર અને મહાસાગર�ું સ� �ન કરનારો
એટલ ેકોણ? રા� મય ક�  �નેે શ�ુનાશના આશીવ�દ મ�યા છે”

આમા �ુઓ તો સ�ં�ૃત વણ�માળાના તમામ ૩૩ �યજંનો �લોકમાં આિવ �ય છે અને એટ�ુ જ નહ�, પણ તમેના અ��ુમ �જુબના

�થાન ેગોઠવાયલેા છે. આ �લોક માળવાના(ધારાનગર�ના) રા� ભો� તનેા सर�वती क�ठाभरणम ्કા�યસ�ંહમા ંલ�યો છે.

૨. એકના એક અ�રોનો અથ�િવ�તાર

સ�ં�ૃત ભાષાનો શ�દભડંોળ આ�ય�કારક છે. દા.ત. મા� અ��ન માટ� �च�भानःु, �वलनः, अनलः, વગેર� �વા �ુલ ૩૪

શ�દો છે �યાર� એક તરફ શ�દ તો પછ�ની વ�� ુછે પરં� ુઅક�ક �ળૂા�ર પણ તનેી ગોઠવણના અ�સુાર �ત �તના અથ�
�ચૂવી �ય છે. માઘ નામના સા�હ�યકાર� તનેા �शशपुालवधम ्નામના કા�યસ�ંહ માટ� યો�લો આ �લોક વાચંો ક� �મા મા� भ
અન ેर એમ મા� બ ેજ �ળૂા�ર વપરાયા છે.

भू�र�भभ��र�भभ�राभूभारैर�भरे�भरे।

भे�ररे�भ�भर�ाभैरभी��भ�रभै�रभाः॥

“ધરતીન ેપણ બો� જણાય એવા વજનદાર, પડઘમ �વેો અવાજ કરનારા અન ેમઘેવાદળ �વેા કાળા નીડર હાથીએ તનેા દુ�મન હાથી પર હુમલો કય�.”



૬�ી સદ� દરિમયાન ભારિવએ તનેા �कराताजु�नीय નામના કા�યસ�ંહમાં મા� न નો ઉપયોગ કર�ને એક �લોક ર�યો છે

અન ેથોડામા ંપણ ઘ� ુકહ� નાખ ેતવેો અ�ત આ �લોક છે.

न नोननु�ो नु�ेनो नाना नानानना ननु।

नु�ोनु�ो ननु�ेनो नानेना नु�नु�नुत।्।

“� ેમ�ુ�ય ��ુમ� તેના કરતા નબળા મ�ુ�યના હાથ ેઘવાય તે ખરો મ��ુય નથી. આ જ ર�ત ેપોતાના કરતા નબળા મ��ુયને � ેઘાયલ કર� ત ેપણ મ��ુય નથી. ઘાયલ
મ�ુ�યનો �વામી � ઘાયાલ ન થયો હોય તો એવો મ��ુય પોતે ઘાયલ થયેલો ગણાય નહ� અન ેઘાયલ મ��ુયન ે� એ ઘાયલ કર� તો પણ એ મ��ુય નથી.”

એક જ �યજંનના રટણ �વેો લાગતો આ �લોક પણ આટલો અથ�સ��ૃ છે.

૩. સ�ૃંતના Palindrome

Palindrome એટલ ેએ� ુવા� � ેસવળ� તથા અવળ� બ�ે ર�ત ેવ�ચતા એ�ર�ું જણાય. સ�ૃંતમ� આવા વા�ને ગ�ત�ચ� કહ�  છે.

અહ� મહ�વ�ૂણ� વાત �ક�  બી� છે. એ� ુનથી ક�  બી� ભાષામા આવા વા�ો બનાવવા અશ� છે. પરં� ુસ�ૃંતમ� �વેા સ��ૃ વા�ો બન ેએવા

વા�ો શ� નથી. રા� ભો� ેલખલેા सर�वती क�ठाभरणम ्કા�યસ�ંહમા ંએક �લોક છે.

वारणागगभीरा सा साराभीगगरवा ।

का�रता�रवधा सेना नासेधाव�रता�रका ॥
“આ સનેા ક�  � ેપહાડ �વેા હાથીઓ ધરાવ ેછે તનેો સામનો કરવો સહ��ું નથી. સનેા બહુ મોટ� છે અન ેગભરાયેલા લોકોની �મૂો સભંળાય છે. શ�ુઓનો તેણ ે�વસં

કર� ના�ો છે”

નીચનેો �લોક પણ सर�वती क�ठाभरणम ् કા�યસ�ંહનો છે. ઉપરના �લોકમાં એક લીટ� પ�ેલ��ોમ છે પણ નીચનેા

�લોકમા આખ ેઆખો �લોક જ પ�ેલ��ોમ છે.

िन�शता�सरतोभीको �ेजतेमरणा �चा ।

चा�णा मरते ज�े को भीतो र�सता�शिन ॥
“હ�  અમર-અિવનાશીઓ, ખર�ખર તી�ણ તલવારોને િ�ય ગણતો �નભ�ય યો�ો �ુંદર રથોના અન ેનરભ�ક રા�સોના આ સં�ામમ� ડર� ગયલેા મ��ુયની �મે કદ�

થરથરતો નથી”

રા� ભો� सर�वती क�ठाभरणम ् કા�યસ�ંહના શીષ�ક હ�ઠળ પાચં ��ુતકો લ�યા છે અને �મા પાચંમાં ��ુતકમાં

શ�દરમત વડ� ભર�રૂ �લોકો છે. આ ભાષા�ુ �યાકરણ અને શ�દભડંોળ�ુ સામ�ય� આપણે હ� બે �લોકોમા જોઈએ. પહ�લા
�લોકન ેઊલટાવતા બીજો �લોક રચાય છે. પરં� ુએટ� ુનહ�, બ�નેા અથ� �ુદા �ુદા નીકળે છે.

वाहनाजिन मानासे साराजावनमा ततः ।

म�रसारगराभेजे भारीहाव�न�िन ॥
“અને �ાર પછ� શ�ુઓ� ુગવ�ખડંન કર� શક� ુઅને સદાય અ�યે રહ��ું તે િવશાળ સ�ૈ બળવાન તમેજ માતલેા હાથીઓ અન ેઉ�ાહ-ઉમંગના પોકારો કરતા

લોકો સાથ ેઆગળ વ��ુ”



िन�न�वहा�रभा भेजे रागरसातमः ।

ततमानवजारासा सेन मािनजनाहवा ॥
“�ભાવશાળ� અન ેગરજતા વેગવાન હાથીઓ તમેજ રણ��ૂમન ેજુ�સાના પોકારો વડ�  ગજવતા લોકોની િવશાળ સનેા અચાનક વીરોના સં�ામમ� �ોધથી િવજરાળ

બની”

છે�લે અ�યબીની પરાકા�ટા �વો �લોક જોઈએ. �યૂ�કિવ નામના પ�ંડતે ૧૬મી સદ�માં रामकृ�णका�यम ्નામનો એક
�થં લ�યો હતો. �મા �ીરામ અને �ૃ�ણની ��િુત છે �ના �થમ �લોકની પહ�લી પ�ં�તમાં �ીરામની ��િુત કરવામાં આવી છે

�યાર� એ પ�ં�તન ેઊલટાવવામા ંઆવ ેછે �યાર� � પ�ં�ત બન ેછે તમેા ં�ૃ�ણની ��િુત છે.

तं भूसुतामुि�मुदारहासं व�े यतो भ�भवं दया�ीः ।

�ीयादवं भ�भतोयदेवं संहारदामुि�मुतासुभूतम ्॥

“સીતા�ન ે�મેણ ે�ુ�ત કરા�ય�, �મેના હા�યમ� ઊંડ� �સ�તા છે, �મે�ું �તૂ� �વ�પ ભ�ય છે અન ે�મેની દયા તથા ગ�રમા ચોમરે �યાપલેી છે તમેન ેહુ અજં�લ આ�ુ
છંુ

યાદવકુળના �ઓે વંશજ છે, �મેણ ેતમેનો સહંાર કરવા માગતી �ાણ��ુત કરાવી નાખી અન ે�ઓે સકળ ���ડના આ�ા છે એ �ીકૃ�ણન ેહંુ વદંન ક�ં છંુ ”

૪. Magic Square

રા� ભો� લખલે सर�वती क�ठाभरणम ्મા ંએકથી એક ચડ� તવેા શ�દરમતના �લોક છે. અન ેિવ�મયની વાત તો એ છે
ક� કિવએ આ રમત કવા� જતા એક પણ �લોકના અથ�ન ેલશેમા� જોખમા�યો નથી. પરં� ુ�ઢૂ અથ� ર�ૂ કય� છે. આપેલ �લોક

અન ેતનેો ભાવાથ� �ુઓઃ

देवाकािनिन कावादे वािहका��कािह वा ।

काकारेभभरेकाका िन�भ��भ�िन ॥
“�ુ�ની ઈ�ા રાખતા હ�  મ�ુ�ય! આ રણ��ૂમ તો દ�વોને પણ ઉ��ે�ત કર� તેવી છે, ક�મ ક�  અહ� મા� શ�ો�ું �ુ� નથી. અહ� સૌ �ાણના �ખમ ેપોતાના માટ� ન�હ,

પરં�ુ બી� માટ� લડ� છે. રણ�ૂ�મમ� ચોમરે �ૂરાયા હાથી છે. અહ� તો �ઓે લડવાન ેઆ�રુ હોય તમેણ ેઅન ેલડવાન ેતૈયાર ના હોય તમેણ ેપણ ��ુ ખલે� ુપડ�  છે”

दे वा का िन िन का व दे

वा िह का � � का िह वा

का का रे भ भ रे का का

िन � भ � � भ � िन

िन � भ � � भ � िन



का का रे भ भ रे का का

वा िह का � � का िह वा

दे वा का िन िन का व दे

આ �લોકના અ�રોન ે8x8ના ચોરસમ� ઉપર બતા�યા �માણે લખતા �દુઈ ચોરસ રચ ેછે. આ ચોરસની �બૂીઓ �વો. �લોકનો ૧/૪

�હ�સો પ�ેલડ� ોમ રચ ેછે. ગ�ણતમ� �દુઇ ચોરસમ� ફ�ત આકંડાની ગોઠવણ હોય છે અન ેતમેા મા� સરવાળો જ બેસાડવાનો હોય છે. �લો�ની તનેી

�ડ� �લુના ન થઈ શક�. આ �લોક ખર�ખર એક અ�યબી છે

૫. ચસેના ઘોડાના અઢ� ડગલા પર ચાલતો �લોક

ચસે/શતરંજની રમત પોણા બ ેહ�ર વષ� પહ�લા ભારતમા ંશોધાઈ હતી. સ�કડો વષ� પછ� આ રમત �યાર� �રુોપ પહ�ચી
�યાર� એક કોયડો ગ�ણત�ોના �યાનમા ંઆ�યો. ઘોડાની ચાલ એવી ર�ત ેરમી શકાય ક� �થી ઘોડો ચસેના ૬૪ ખાનામાં ફર� વળે
પરં� ુએક�ય ખાનામા ંબ ેવખત �ય નહ�. સ�કડો વષ� �ધુી આ

કોયડો અણૌક�લ ર�ો. છેક ૧૮મી સદ�મા ંEulerએ આ કોયડો ઉક��યો. પરં� ુતને ેએ વાતની �ણ ન હતી ક� આ વ�� ુ ૮૦૦ વષ�
અગાઉ पादकुास�ंगम ्નામના કા�યસ�ંહમા ંઉક�લી દ�વામાં આ�યો હતો. આ ર�ો તને માટ�નો �લોક અન ેભાવાથ�ઃ

��थरागस� सदारा�ा िवहताकततामता ।

स�ा�के सरासा मा र�गराजपद�य ॥
“હ�  ��ની પિવ� પાદુકા, �મેણ ેઅ��ય અપરાધો કય� હોય એવા લોકો પણ તમન ેઆરાધના�વૂ�ક ઝંખ ેછે, કારણ ક� તમ ેદુઃખહત� અન ેદૂષ�હત� છો. તમારો �વ�ન

પણ સંગીતમય છે. કૃપા કર� મન ેભગવાન રંગરાજના ચરણો �ધુી દોર� �ઓ”

આ �લોકના દર�ક અ�રને ચસેબોડ� પર �મા�સુાર લ�ા બાદ પહ�લથેી છે�લે �ધુી ઘોડાની ચાલ રમો �ાર� ��કે અઢ� ડગલે આવતા

તમામ અ�રો નવો �લોક રચ ેછે.

��थता समयराज�ागतरा मादके गिव ।

�रंहसा स�दाता सा�ातापकरासरा ॥
“પાદુકા ક�  � ેપોતાના સ�મ� વડ�  ઉજળા લોકો�ું ર�ણ કર� છે, ��ેું �ાન પોત ે�દ�યઓરકાશ�ું ક��ા છે, � ેહતાશ લોકોની �ખ�તા દૂર કર� છે, ��ે ુતજે તનેા આ�યે

જનારને શ��ત અપ� છે અન ે� ેસતત ચલાયમાન છે. ��ની હ�  �વુણ� અન ે�ો�તમ�ય પાદુકા, મન ેભગવાન રંગરાજના ચરણો �ધુી લઈ �ઓ.”



��थ रा ग स� स दा र �ा

૧ ૩૦ ૯ ૨૦ ૩ ૨૪ ૧૧ ૨૬

िव ह ता क त ता म ता

૧૬ ૧૯ ૨ ૨૯ ૧૦ ૨૭ ૪ ૨૩

स �ा � के स रा सा मा

૩૧ ૮ ૧૭ ૧૪ ૨૧ ૬ ૨૫ ૧૨

रं ग रा ज प द � य

૧૮ ૧૫ ૩૨ ૭ ૨૮ ૧૩ ૨૨

ક�ણતા એટલી જ છે ક� આટલી સ��ૃ અને સામ�ય�વાન ભાષાનો �દુ ભારતમ� જ ભાવ �છૂાતો નથી. શાળા-કોલ�ેમ� �શ�ણના મા�યમ

તર�ક� તો ઠ�ક છે પણ એક શીખવાલયક રસ�દ િવષય તર�ક� પણ �કારો આપી દ�વાયો છે. ભાષા તર�ક� સ�ૃંત�ું દુભ��ય પણ છે ક� આ��ુનક

�શ�ણ�ણાલી આપણને સ�ૃંતનો મ�હમા �ણવાની તક નથી આપતી, �ાર� તનેા ટ�કાકારોએ �વૂ��હના લીધે �હ�દુ�વ અને રાજકારણ સાથે

�ડ�ન ેછોડ� દ�ધી છે. ભ�ું થ� એ િવદ�શોના ભાષાશા�ીઓ�ું ક�  �ઓે આપણન ે�ળૂ આપણી જ ભાષાનો આપણન ેપ�રચય કરાવે છે.



সত� ও সু�র
(Truth and Beauty)

-By Atreyee Basu(MS20)
& Swastika Mukherjee(MS20)

“সত� �য ক�ন
ক�েনের  ভােলাবািসলাম ,
�স কখেনা কের না  ব�না ।
আমতুৃ�র  দঃুেখর তপস�া এ
জীবন”--
রবী�নাথ  ঠা�র (Rabindranath Thakur)

�পনারায়েণর �েল (Rupnarayan er kule)

(�শেষর কিবতা shesher kobita)

‘As for the search for truth, I know
from my own painful searching,
with its many blind alleys, how
hard it is to take a  reliable step,
be it ever so small, towards the
understanding of that which is truly significant”-- Albert Einstein

(কিব�� রবী�নাথ ও Albert Einstein িচরকাল িনেজর িনেজর পেথ সেত�র স�ান কের এেসেছন
,তােদর সা�াৎ ও কেথাপকথন তােদর িনজ িনজ দাশ�িনক িচ�াধারােকই �িতফিলত কের )

Rabindranath Tagore during his tour of Germany visited Einstein’s house in Caputh , near Berlin, on July 14,
1930.They discussed various topics that ranged from philosophy to science, from their political views to
religious thinking The discussion between the two great men was recorded, and was subsequently
published in the January, 1931 issue of Modern Review. Some part of their conversation is translated in
Bengali here –

রিব: একিদেক তুিম ব�� িছেল আিদ অ�হীন দইু িচর�ন সত� 'সময়' ( time) ও 'শনূ�'(space) -
এর  গািণিতক �িতকৃিত খুেঁজ �বড়ােত, অন�িদেক আিম ব�� িছলাম এই জগৎ-এর  �কৃত বা�বতােক
িচর�ন মনষু� জগৎ-এর কােন-কােন  �চার কের �বড়ােত



আইন�াইন : তুিম িক িব�াস কেরা এই জগৎ �থেক উ��ু �কােনা �েগ�র বা�ব অি�� স�ব?

রিব: আিম িব�াস কির যিদ �কােনা সৃি�কত� া �থেকও থােকন, তেব মনষু�� ও �সই অিতজাগিতক
শি� কখনই পৃথক নয় । মানেুষর ব�ি�� তার জগৎ �ক �িতফিলত কের। এই পািথ�ব জগৎ-এ এমন
�কােনা অনভূুিতর অি�� থাকেতই পােরনা যা মানেুষর ব�ি�� �ারা �কাশ করা যায়না , এটাই �মাণ
কের �য জগৎ-এ যাহা িকছু সত�,তা হেলা মানিবক সত� (human truth)।

আইন�াইন :আিম মেন কির এই মহা জগৎ -এ দইু �কার সেত�র অি�� আেছ - এক, সত� যা স�ূণ�
�েপ মানেুষর দিৃ�ভি�র উপর িনভ� র, দইু, �সই সত� যা �কােনা জীেবর �ত�� করা বা না করার
উপর িনভ� রশীল না।

রিব: মানষু যা সত� বেল �ত�� কের, �সটােকই �স সু�র িহেসেব সব�দা �হণ কের।

আইন�াইন : এটা জগৎ স�েক�  একটা স�ূণ� মানিবক
িচ�াধারা।

রিব: এই পৃিথবীটাই �তা মানেুষর। দাশ�িনক দিৃ�ও মানিবক, �ব�ািনক দিৃ�ও মানিবক। সুতরাং যিদ
মানেুষরই অি�� না থােক, এই জগৎেক �ত�� করার জন�, তখন জগৎ- এরও অি��েক �াহ� করা
যায়না। এ� এক� আেপি�ক জগৎ, যার অি�� স�ূণ� �েপ মানিবক �চতনার উপর িনভ� রশীল।
�কােনা ঘটনা সত� িহেসেব �মািণত হেয়েছ �সই  'িচর�ন মানষু�র ' জন�, যার �দনি�ন অিভ�তা
�সই ঘটনা �ক 'সত�' বেল িচি�ত কেরেছ।

আইন�াইন : হ�াঁ, এটাই 'সত�',তেব �সই সত�, যা এক� মানেুষর পে� তার জীবনকােল অনভুব করা
স�ব।

রিব: বলেত  পােরা । তেব আিম বলেবা, �সই মানেুষর কােছ এটাই �তা িচর�ন সত� কারণ তােক,
আমােদরেক, আমােদর সারা জীবেনর �দনি�ন অনভূুিত ও কম�কাে�র মাধ�েম  �সই বা�েবর
�দারেগাড়ায়  �পৗঁছােত হয়। িনেজেদর সীমাব� অি�ে�র কােছ বাের বাের ধা�া �খেয় �সই মহামানেবর

কােছ মাথা নত করেত হয় যার িনজ অি�� িচর�ন, আিদ
-অ�হীন ।
িব�ান ভােব �সই সব  সত� স�েক�  ,যা �কানও একক
ব�াি�র উপর িনভ� র কেরনা । �ব�ািনক সত�  ব��কের
সেব�া� মানিবক সত�েক  আর ধম� �সই সত�েক আমােদর
�চতনার সােথ জেুড় �দয়। ধম� 'সত� ' �ক মলূ� �দয়, আর
আমরা জািন �সই সত�ই ভােলা যা সবাইেক িমিলেয় �দয়,
ঐক�ব� কের।



আইন�াইন :তাহেল সত� বা সু�র, �কােনাটাই 'মানষু' -এর �থেক �াধীন নয়? মােন যিদ �কােনা
মানেুষরই আর অি�� না থােক তাহেল 'Apollo Belvedere ' আর সু�র থাকেবনা? আিম �তামার
'সু�র ' স�িক� ত ধারণার সে� একমত হেলও 'সত�' �ক তুিম �যভােব ব�খ�া করেছা, তার সােথ
একমত নই।

রিব: �সৗ�য� হল জাগিতক ব�ি�� আর সত� হল জাগিতক �চতনা। আমরা �েত�েক িনজ িনজ
অিভ�তা , ভুল- �াি�র  মাধ�েম সত�েক  উপলি� কির। এছাড়া অন� �কােনা পথ আেছ িক?

আইন�াইন : আিম �মাণ হয়েতা করেত পারবনা, িক� আিম Pythagorian Arguement -এ
িব�াসী- �য সত� মানব দিৃ�ভি� ম�ু। সমস�া হল যুি�র �বাহ িনেয়।

রিব: িব�ান �য  সেত�র কথা বেল, তা যুি� �মেন চেল, িক� যুি� �তা মানব দিৃ�ভি�রই এক অ�।
ভারতীয় দশ�ন অনযুায়ী '��' -আদশ� সত�- যা �কােনা শ� বা �চতনা িদেয় ব�� করা যায়না, �ধুমা�
ঐক�ব� হেয় উপলি� করা যায়। আমরা এখােন আেলাচনা করিছ সেত�র ��প িনেয় , অথ�াৎ যা
আমােদর মি�� সত� বেল মেন কের তা িনেয়, তাই এটা মানিবক । তুিম বলেত পােরা মায়া বা
illusion।

আইন�াইন : Illusion - ই বেট , তেব একেকর নয়, সম� জািতর।  জাম�ান ভাষায় 'species' শ��
ব�ব�ত হয় সম�
মানবজািত  �বাঝােত । তাহেল আসল সমস�া হল সত� মানব �চতনার �থেক ম�ু িকনা।
বািড়েত �কউ না থাকেলও বািড়র �টিবলটা  িক� �যখােন িছল, �সখােনই থাকেব। �টিবেলর অি��
িক� বািড়র �লােকর �টিবলটােক  �ত�� করার উপর িনভ� র করেব না। বা�েব যা সত�, তা সব�দা
মানেুষর  দিৃ�ভি� �থেক ম�ু, �চতনার অি�ে�র উপর িনভ� রশীল না। আবার �সই সত�ই আমােদর
�িতিদেনর অিভ�তা, িক� তা আমরা ভাষা িদেয় �কাশ করেত পািরনা।

রিব: �য �কােনা ��ে�ই যিদ আলাদা �কােনা 'আদশ�' সেত�র অি�� �থেকও থােক , তেব মানেুষর কােছ
তার �কােনা ��� থােকনা, কারণ �সটা তারা উপলি� কেরনা।

আইন�াইন : তাহেল আিম �তামার �থেক �বিশ ধািম�ক!

রিব: আমার ধম� হেলা �সই মহাজাগিতক শি� , মানিবক �চতনা, যা আমােক িনেজর অি�� স�েক�
বার - বার �� তুলেত  বাধ� কের ।

(end of conversation)



পৃিথবীেত যত �জািতর জীব আেছ, মানষু তােদর মেধ� উ�ততর, কারণ �স ভাবেত পাের, �স
বিু�মান। িববত� েনর পােয় পা িমিলেয় যখন �স িচ�া করেত িশেখেছ, তখন �থেকই �স 'সত�' , আরও
�� ভাষায় সৃি�কত� ার অনসু�ােন ব��। �সই পেথ কখেনা �স আঁকেড় ধেরেছ মানিবকতােক,জ�
িনেয়েছ তার �চতনা। �ানচচ� ার মাধ�েম গেড় ওেঠ দ'ু� শাখা- 'িব�ান' (Science) ও  'সািহত�'
(literature)। উভেয়র �পছেনই একটাই দশ�ন- সািব�ক সেত�র অনসু�ান। সমাজ �তিরর পর �থেক
অগিণত মানষু এই স�ােন িনজ জীবন সমপ�ণ কেরেছ। িব�ােনর পেথ �কাপারিনকাস, গ�ািলিলও �থেক
�� কের িনউটন, আইন�াইন হেয়, আজেকর অগিণত মি�� ধােপ-ধােপ �কৃিতর মায়াজাল কা�েয়
সািব�ক সত�েক খুেঁজ চেলেছ। অন�িদেক সািহেত�র হাত ধের যুগ যুগা� ধের ি�ক, �রামান, ভারতীয়
সািহিত�কগণ একিদেক �যমন মানষুেক না�িনক আন� িদেয়েছ, অন�িদেক আিদঅন� দশ�ন �ক পূণ�তা
িদেত এিগেয় চেলেছ আজও। উপেরা� কেথাপকথেন একিদেক কিব��, অপরিদেক আইন�াইন �সই
অনসু�ােনরই �তীক হেয় উেঠেছন, যিদও উভেয়র দিৃ�ভি� আলাদা। একিদেক রবী�নাথ �কৃত
সেত�র মানিবক দিৃ�েক তুেল ধেরেছন, অপরিদেক আইন�াইন মানিবক �বড়াজাল �পিরেয়
সািব�কতােকই �াধান� িদেয়েছন। বত� মান সমেয় দাঁিড়েয় যখন মানষু িনেজর অি�ে�র আসল উে�শ�
ভুেল হানাহািন , লড়াই- যুে�র �খলায় ব�� , িব�ান, সািহত� উভেয়ই যখন িনেজর পথ ভুেলেছ, তখন
সভ�তার �থেম যাওয়া চাকােক গিত িদেত, একক শি�র স�ােন পুনরায় িল� হেত রিব ও আইন�াইন-
এর দিৃ�ভি� অিত �াসি�ক। রিব ঠা�েরর পেথ �যমন মানিবকতা পূণ�তা পায়, আইন�াইেনর পেথ
�ক �তমনই সািব�কতা পািথ�ব গি� �পিরেয় এই জগেত পূণ�তা পায়। য�সভ�তার এই পেথ দাঁিড়েয়,
আমরা পৃিথবীবাসী এই দশ�েনর হাত ধের একক ��র �ছাঁয়া পাই। রিব ঠা�েরর ভাষায় -

"িবেভদ ভুিলল জাগােয় তুিলল

এক� িবরাট িহয়া ।"

- এই মে� দীি�ত হই।

________________________________________________________________

खदु�राम बोस
-By Harsha Patel

Britishers ruled India for almost 200 years. For the independence of our country, our land, many sacrificed their lives,
and that’s why we can breathe in a free and independent India. Almost everyone in our country knows about Mahatma
Gandhi, Nehru, Sardar Patel, Bhagat Singh. But many unsung warriors fought for our independence. Khudiram Bose is
one of them. He became a martyr at the very young age of 18. Here is a concise description of his life.

क�त जनाः खदु�राम बोसः जानि�त ? अ� ेवयं �ात ुसः कः अभवत ्एवं अ�मा�भः कारणात तने �कं कृतवान ?



खदु�राम�य ज�म ३ �दस�बर १८८९ �दनाड़के बंगाल रा�य�य �मदनापरु �ा�ते हबीबपरु �ामे अभवत।् त�य
�पतःु नाम ��लोक�य बोस एवं मातःु नाम ल�मी��या देवी आ�ताम।् बा�यकाले त�य मातःु एवं �पतःु म�ृयुं अभवताम।्
तदन�तरम ् त�य पालनं त�य अ�जा अकरोत। बा�यकालात ् सः रा���ेमी आसीत।् सन ् १९०२ – १९०३ वष� अर�व�द
घोषः, भ�ग�न �नवे�दताः च मे�द�नपरेु अनेका�म सभाः योिजतव�तौ। अनेका�म �ाि�तकार��भः सह गु�तः सभाः
आयोजताम।् खदु�रामः ��यावतृे सहभागः कृ�वा आ�लानाम ् �व��धः स�ुो�चारः अकरोत। नवम ् क�ायां प�चात ् तने
अ�यासं अ�यजता एवं �वत�तंायाः य�ुधेः स��यजुवान।्

�वश�त शतकः आर�भे आ�लाः बंगाल�य �वभाजन�य �नण�यः अकुव�न।् तत ् प�चात खदु�रामः �वत�तंायाः
चलने प�र�लतुवान। स�येन बोसेन नेत�ृवे सः त�य �ाि�तकार�ः जीवन�य आर�भः अकरोत। केवलः १६ वषा��ण वये सः
आर��जनाः समीपः �व�फोटगोलाः अ�थापयत। आर�काः खदु�रामाय �वै वा�र बि�धनव�यः। २८ �दना�के फरव�र
मासे १९०६ वष� बोसः “सोनार बंगाल” नाम�य प��काः �यतरयत। के�चन आर�कः खदु�रामः �ह�तुं त�य प�ृठे अधावत।्
पर�तु खदु�रामः आर�क�य मखेु मिु�ट�हारं कृ�वा अधावत।् अ�य कृत�य कृते त�योप�र राजदरोह�य अ�भयोगः
अभवत।् पर�त ुत�य �व��धं को�प सा�ी न आसीत ्अतः सः �नद�षः अ�स�धयत।

६ �द�स�बर १९०७ �दना�के खदु�रामः नारायणगढ़ रे�वे �थानके ब�गर�यपाल�य �वशषे रेलयान�य उप�र
आ�मणं अकरोत।् पर�तु ति�मन ् आ�मणे रा�यपाल�य ह�यां कतु� सः असफलः अभवत।् १९०८ तमे वष� वो�सन
पेि�फ�ट कुलर च इ�ये�योः अ�ेंजा�धकार�ः उप�र �व�फोटगोलेन �हारः कृतः। ति�मन ्�यासे�प सः �न�फलः जातः।

बगं�वभाजन�य �वरोधं कतु� अनेका�न भारतीय माग�षु �वरोध�दश�ना�न आच�रतव�तः। ति�मन �वरोध�दश�ने
यःै भारतीयःै भागः �वीकृतः त�ेय भारतीये�यः कोलकाता रा�य�य त�काल�नने �यायाधीशने �कं�सफोड� इ�येतने �ुराः
द�डाः घो�षताः। �ां�तका�र�यः �कं�सफोड��य ह�यायाः �न�चयं अकुवा�न।् त�य काय��य कृते खदु�राम�य,
�फु�लकुमार�य च चयनम ् अभवत। मजु�फरनगर स��ा�तौ त।ै ��थमं तु �कं�सफोड� इ�य�य �ासाद�य गु�तचर�ं
अकु�ताम।् ३० अ�लै १९०८ �दना�के �नयोिजतं काय� कतु� त।ै �कं�सफोड� इ�य�य �ासाद�य ब�हः ि�थत�व। त�य
आगमन�य �ती�ा कुव�तौ आ�ताम।् रा�ौ साधा��टवादने �कं�सफोड��य ए�ये�य रथस�शः। रथः त� स��ा�तः। तं रथं
���वा रथ�य उप�र खदु�रामः ह�त�व�फोटकम ् अ��पत।् पर�तु ति�मन ् �व�फोतटे �वे आ�लम�हले हत।े �कं�सफोड�
देवयोगेन र�तः।

खदु�रामः �फु�लकुमारः च रा�ौ एवं वनैी रे�वे �थानकं �ा�तव�तौ। वनैी रे�वे �थानके एव ्त ेतौ गहृ�तव�तः।
अ�ेंजर�कान प�रतः ���वा �फु�ल चाक�ः आ�मानं भशु�ुडया मार�य�वा शह�दं अभवत। ११ अग�त १९०८ �दना�के
मजु�फरपरु कारागरे खदु�रमः म�ृयदु�ड ंअभजात।् ति�मन समये त�य वयः अ�टादशवष�ः उ�रः् अ�टमासम ्आसीत।्
भगव�गीतां ह�त ेगहृ��वा खदु�रामः सधयै� �स�नमखुः सन ्म�ृयदु�ड ं�वीकरोत।

मरणो�रं खदु�राम�य �या�तः चतसषृ ु�द�ु �स�रता। बंगाल�य स�ुकाराः त�य ना�ना �यौतव���य
आ�व�कारम ्अकुव�न।् सव��प यवुानः खदु�राम�य ना�ना �न�म�तं �यौतवत�� ंध�ृवा त�म ै��धांज�लं य�छ�तः आसन।्



History of Masks
-By Devika Magan (MS19)

Mehak Arya’s cover illustration depicting different types of masks used in pandemics, current and past, was pretty apt for
a magazine issue launched amid what is being called the health crisis of the century. This article provides background on
some of the masks depicted in the cover.

Envision that moment when you’ve
just convinced yourself past the
needle-nervousness and are
comfortably settled in the clinic to
receive your first COVID vaccination.
But instead of your usual
blue-masked, white-coat doctor,
enters a somber figure covered from
head to toe in a black leather
overcoat and breeches, whose most
prominent facial feature is a
frightening half-foot-long beak.

If you’ve read this article before
showing up, you’d be less likely to
panic. In the safest possible
circumstances, the cloaked figure is
still your vaccine doctor but
freakishly dressed in an outfit taking
inspiration from 17th-century
medical fashion. Long coats covered
in scented wax paired with boots,
gloves and a hat made of goat
leather constituted the characteristic
attire of a physician in 1656 Europe
when it was facing the deadliest
bubonic plague pandemic in history.
The Plague Doctors, as these
physicians were called, tended to
victims and prescribed what were
believed to be protective concoctions
and antidotes. They often carried
around a wand to poke and prod
patients and wore strange masks
with thick spectacles and bizarre
pointed bird-beaks.
However sinister an image they may
have gained, PPE’s of the Middle Ages
weren’t made to look like Halloween
costumes to instill fear in people.
The beak-shaped masks, for instance,
were designed spacious enough to
be filled with a mixture of herbs and
spices that would diffuse the smelly

air before it reached the wearer’s
nostrils. These were thought to
neutralize the “bad” odor called
Miasma which was misconceived to
be the cause of the disease at that
time. As long as the Miasma Theory
stayed in place, the beak masks
continued to be worn as protective
equipment by physicians during
pandemics.

Regardless of whether it be to
propagate wrongdoing, the veiling of
women, or simply custom or theatre,
most masks across the world have
been utilised to disguise or conceal
identity. Medical masks, on the
contrary, have evolved over several
epidemics, not to hide but to protect
populations, at the same time
encouraging solidarity among them.

Forward to the 19th-century, when
medicine, urban planning and
sanitation started showing growth,
Louis Pasteur, the French
microbiologist, had recently
described the presence of germs as
the microscopic source of infection.
This led Mickulicz-Radecki to create
and wear the first surgical mask in
1897 out of a piece of gauze and two
strings, which was big enough to
protect his nose, mouth and also a
long fancy beard. From The
Manchurian Plague to the Spanish
Flu, the twentieth century witnessed
a shift in the usage of medical masks
which were now being made for the
entire population. The collective
effort by the people to wear masks to
curb the epidemics mirrored the
ideas of shedding superstitious

beliefs and a rising acceptance of
science to help combat disease.

Increasing awareness of the droplet
theory inspired experimentation with
the design of gauze masks till 1972
when the N95 respirator was
introduced. Unlike traditional
medical masks, these cup-shaped
respirator masks fitted snugly on the
face and were designed to filter
inhaled air, trapping small particles
using electrostatic charging, which
allows the fabric to filter particles
ten times more efficiently than
uncharged fabrics. However, this
one-way filtration system only
protects the wearer without
providing protection to people
nearby. The varying characteristics of
mask materials affect their filtration
efficiency. Surgical masks are made
of multiple layers of polypropylene,
and also demonstrate a filtration
capability by creating an electrostatic
charge difference between the fiber
and particle. The masks ordinarily
have a three-layer structure. A
greater number of layers of material
in the mask contributes to limiting
propulsion while increasing filtration
efficiency.

Cloth masks often made out of
common household materials are
less successful at securing the
wearer, but have substantially
reduced the spread of the virus.
Full-face shields are also worn to
protect the face parts from direct
contact when speaking, sneezing,
and coughing.



Along with the monumental progress
in medicine, masks have played an
important role in responding to the
wake-up call that is the pandemic
nightmare. And like we haven't fixed
our sleep cycles, we don’t quit

talking till this one ends. However,
let’s just hope when The Plague
Doctor comes up again, we’re in the
middle of a Halloween party.

References:

Through Plagues and Pandemics: The
Evolution of Medical Face Masks
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